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A B S T R A C T

When designing semiconductor pulse converters of power systems operating in peak load conditions, it is ne-
cessary to calculate their characteristics and parameters, taking into account the magnetization reversal pro-
cesses in the magnetic circuits of transformers and chokes. Magnetic materials of magnetic cores exhibit non-
linear, hysteretic, and dynamic properties due to the presence of classical vortex and additional losses. Various
dynamic models, based on the classical Jiles–Atherton (JA) approach, are presented in the literature, however,
they are unstable for textured materials and cannot be explained from a physical point of view. These models
show certain non-physical situations expressed by the deformation of the hysteresis loop in the saturation region.
In this paper, the direct and inverse dynamic hysteresis models are presented, based on the application of the
theory of field separation. This approach explains some of the energy aspects of the JA model.

1. Introduction"config:prinstream

The reliability of the calculation methods in the design of electrical
devices is largely determined by the accuracy of modelling electro-
magnetic procceses in a ferromagnet and depends on the accuracy of
the presentation of the main magnetic characteristics of the magnetic
circuits' materials. These characteristics determine hysteretic, vortex,
and abnormal losses in the conductive structures of magnetic cores and
condition their dynamic properties [1]. Of particular interest is the si-
mulation of the hysteresis in magnetic cores of pulse transformers made
of ferrite. In accordance with this, the simulation of dynamic hysteresis
is a necessary condition for the accounting of the main losses. Among
the existing hysteresis models, the Jiles–Atherton (JA) [2] model is
most widely used because of the simplicity of the numerical simulation
[3]. The model was repeatedly improved, and the anisotropy and the
frequency dependence [4–7] were added to it. The inclusion schemes
for the dynamic loss accounting module in the original JA model are
given in [6,7]. The inverse dynamic JA models based on the principle of
energy balance are presented in [8,9]. Both models give different ex-
pressions of the dynamic component of the JA model; they exhibit a
deformation of the hysteresis loop in the saturation region depending
on the field frequency, which is inexplicable from a physical point of
view, as mentioned in [10]. According to the classical theory of elec-
trical losses, thermal power is released in a ferromagnetic body placed

in an alternating electromagnetic field. This power, known as steel loss,
is mainly the result of two physical effects. Firstly, by the effect of
ohmic losses from eddy currents induced by an alternating field (losses
due to eddy currents), and secondly, by the effect of cyclic magneti-
zation reversal of magnetic material with the release of heat losses
proportional to the area of the hysteresis loop (hysteresis loss). Ber-
totti's theory includes, in addition to losses from hysteresis and eddy
currents, additional losses, called incremental losses, which for various
grades of electrical steel range from 10% to 50% of the total losses [1].
It is believed that the incremental loss in steel refers to the increased
losses due to eddy currents, which are obtained due to the uneven
magnetization of the steel. However, neither eddy current losses nor
additional losses depend on the magnetic properties of the material,
which means that taking into account dynamic losses, the hysteresis
loops will only expand horizontally and not stretch, as is observed in
the original JA models presented in [6–9], the dynamic implementation
loops of which are shown in Fig. 1. Here, curve 1 corresponds to a
frequency of 50 Hz and does not take into account dynamic losses.
Curves 2,3, and 4 account for dynamic losses for frequencies of 50 Hz,
100 Hz, and 150 Hz, respectively.

In this paper, we are exploring the dynamic loss accounting tech-
nique based on the theory of field separation [1,11]. The proposed
model follows the physics of the process and provides a better loop
shape. Model parameters were obtained from experimental curves
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using the parameter identification method, as described in [12,13].
Experimental hysteresis curves were obtained by using the MK-3E
magnetometer for steel samples (http://www.introtest.com/index.php?
page=products&pid=506). The principle of operation of the magnet-
ometer is to magnetize a steel sample along the main magnetization
curve in a given mode and then magnetize through a hysteresis loop.
Calculation of the magnetic characteristics of the test sample is based
on measuring the values of magnetic induction at the points of the
hysteresis loop and the main magnetization curve according to the
characteristics of the magnetizing field.

In [12], a detailed two-stage technique for obtaining optimal
parameters of a hysteresis model is presented, based on a real coded
genetic algorithm. The first stage includes a preliminary assessment of
the model parameters and their range of change. The second stage in-
volves the implementation of a genetic algorithm. A technique with
preliminary estimation of parameters and further application of the
genetic algorithm allows us to obtain results with acceptable accuracy.
The simulation results are confirmed by experimental studies.

2. Methods of calculating losses

The calculation of the power corresponding to the magnetic losses
in steel is carried out in accordance with the following expressions for
magnetic losses due to hysteresis and losses due to eddy currents:

=P k f B· ·hyst hyst max

=P k f B· ·ec ec
2

max
2

Here the Steinmetz coefficient (1.6–2); f – frequency; Bmax – the
maximum value of the flux density of the magnetic field (magnetic
induction), khyst , kec are the corresponding coefficients.

General magnetic losses in the form proposed by Bertotti are divided
into three categories: losses due to hysteresis (Physt), proportional to the
frequency f , which are the most significant components of magnetic
losses at a low frequency; eddy current losses (Pclas) proportional to the
square of the frequency; additional (abnormal) losses (Pexc) are
proportional f 3 2. In accordance with Bertotti's theory, the expression
for magnetic losses can be written in the following form [1]:

= + +P t P t P t P t( ) ( ) ( ) ( )hyst clas exc (1)

For low frequencies and / or thin plates, the magnetic field of the
intensity H t( ) and induction B t( ) can be considered to be uniformly
distributed over the cross section of the charge. Under these conditions,
the separation of losses (1) corresponds to the separation of the fields
[10,11,15]:

= + +H t H t H t H t( ) ( ) ( ) ( )hyst clas exc (2)

Here the hysteresis field H t( )hyst is calculated using a static hyster-
esis model. Classical losses H t( )clas depend on the specific resistance of
the material , the thickness of the sheet d, and the coefficient (for a
sheet of lined steel = 6, for a cylinder = 16, for a sphere = 20) and
are described by the formula [1]:

=H t d dB
dt

( )
2clas

2

(3)

The field of additional losses H t( )exc can be represented similarly
[1,14]:

=H t GdwH dB
dt

dB
dt

( )exc
0

1
2

1
2

(4)

Here G is the dimensionless extinction coefficient of eddy currents
(G=0.1356), w the thickness of the lined steel package, sheet (plate);
H0 – a constant field taking into account the grain size.

The field separation approach can be used to extend a static JA
model to a dynamic one. The static hysteresis field for the JA model
H t( )hyst can be determined using this approach due to the energy
equivalence between the energy function =P M dBeJA hyst and the
classical function =P H dBJA hyst [15,14]. Two opposing fields corre-
sponding to the classical vortex loss field H t( )clas and the anomalous loss
field H t( )exc can be included in the expression for calculating the ef-
fective field H t( )e , as was proposed in [16]:

= + +H t H t t H t H t( ) ( ) M( ) ( ( ) ( ))e clas exc (5)

3. Algorithms of forward and reverse dynamic models JA

The original (classical) JA model contains five parameters MS –
saturation magnetization, A/m; A – the shape parameter of the hys-
teresis-free magnetization curve, A/m; c – a constant of elastic dis-
placement of domain boundaries; K – constant mobility of domains, A/
m; – magnetic coupling coefficient of domains; µ0 – magnetic per-
meability of a vacuum.

3.1. The direct model

The algorithm for calculating the dynamic hysteresis loop from the
direct JA model based on field separation is described in the following
steps. At the time interval t , we set B t( ), =He t t( ) 0, =ke

d
2

2
, t0=0

and t . Then, according to the formulas in the cycle from =count 1 to N
(N f2 is the number of calculation points per period, which should be
at least twice the frequency): we calculate the time

= +t t t count0 ·( 1), magnetic field strengthH t( ) and for the next
time interval we calculate +H t t( ). For a given time t :

= +H H t t H t( ) ( ), =M t H t( ) ( )B t
µ
( )
0

, = +k k k B t·(1 ( ) )exc 1 2
2 in

accordance with [10]. In this case, the constant k1 controls the area of
the dynamic loops, k2 adjusts the shape of the loop, slightly reducing its
width. Next, the effective field is calculated in accordance with (5).

Moreover, if 0B
t , then =He t( ) +H t M t[ ( ) ( )]

+k k· ·e
B
t exc

B
t

B
t

1
2 otherwise =He t( ) +H t M t[ ( ) ( )].

Then =He He t He t t( ) ( ), =M Man S ( )cth He t
A

A
He t

( )
( ) , dM

dHe
an

= + ( )cth1M
A

He t
A

A
He t

2 ( )
( )

2
S , =f M M[ ]K an

1
1 .

If >He( · ) 0f , then =
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dM
dH

c
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f
f f
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f
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| |

| |

, otherwise

=dM
dH

c
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dMan
dHe

dMan
dHe

.

Then we calculate + = +M t t M t H( ) ( ) dM
dH and

Fig. 1. The dynamic hysteresis loops based on the original JA model.
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+ = + + +B t t µ H t t M t t( ) ·[ ( ) ( )]0 , = +B
t

B t t B t
t

( ) ( ) . We redefine
the variables = +B t B t t( ) ( ), = +M t M t t( ) ( ), = +He t H t t( ) ( )
in the cycle, and continue the calculations until the end of the cycle,
this time for a new countdown.

3.2. The inverse model

The inverse model algorithm is constructed in a similar way [17].
At the time interval t , we set H t( ), =He t t( ) 0, =ke

d
2

2
, t0 = 0

and t . We calculate the time = +t t t count0 ·( 1), the magnetic
field induction B t( ), for the next time step +t t( ) we calculate

+B t t( ), for a given time: = +B B t t B t( ) ( ), =M t H t( ) ( )B t
µ
( )
0

,

= +k k k B t·(1 ( ) )exc 1 2
2 in accordance with [10], = +B

t
B t t B t

t
( ) ( ) . Next,

we calculate the effective field, as in the previous version for the direct
model: He t( ), He, Man, dM

dHe
an , f . If >He( · ) 0f , then

=
+

dM
dB

c

c

·

1 ( 1)

µ
f
f f

dMan
dHe

f
f f

dMan
dHe

1
0 | |

| |

, otherwise =
( )dM

dB

c

c

·

1 ( 1)·

µ
dMan
dHe

dMan
dHe

1
0 . Then we cal-

culate + = +M t t M t B( ) ( ) dM
dB and + =H t t( )

++ M t t( )B t t
µ

( )
0

. We redefine the variables = +H t H t t( ) ( ),
= +M t M t t( ) ( ), = +He t H t t( ) ( ) and continue to do so till the end

of cycle.
It should be noted that the direct JA model is used in modeling

processes in electromagnetic devices controlled by current sources. If
the devices are controlled by a voltage source, then the inverse JA
model is used.

4. Numerical modeling

Figs. 2–6 present the results of modeling dynamic hysteresis loops
based on the application of the classical JA model and the field se-
paration model. When determining the parameters of the models, the
experimental data of hysteresis curves were used for isotropic electrical
steel and transformer steel (anisotropic material) [25]. In Figs. 2, 4, 6
points indicate the experimental data; solid curves show the simulation
results.

Design loops with parameters =M 1580000S , A/m; =A 105, A/m;
=c 0.27; =K 57.3, A/m; = 0.0002: excluding dynamic losses 1 – for a

frequency of 50 Hz; taking into account dynamic losses for frequencies:
2–50 Hz, 3–100 Hz, 4–150 Hz. The dependencies of the induction and

magnetic field strength, unfolded over time, are shown in Fig. 3. The
sinusoidal curve of the direct model JA corresponds to the magnetic
field strength. On the graph, a solid thin line corresponds to induction
for a variant without taking into account dynamic losses for a frequency
of 50 Hz, a thin dashed line for a variant taking into account dynamic
losses for a frequency of 50 Hz. Fig. 4 shows the dynamic hysteresis
loops calculated using the inverse JA model. The model parameters are:

=M 1243100S , A/m; =A 10, A/m; =c 0.27; =K 23.5, A/m;
= 0.00032: curve 1, for a frequency of 50 Hz – excluding dynamic

losses; curve 2 – taking into account dynamic losses for a frequency of
50 Hz, 3–100 Hz, 4–150 Hz.

Dependencies of the magnetic field on the induction, time-devel-
oped, calculated by the inverse model JA, are shown in Fig. 5. Here, a
sinusoidal curve corresponds to the induction of the magnetic field. The
solid thin line corresponds to the magnetic field strength for aFig. 2. Dynamic hysteresis loops obtained by the direct JA model based on field

separation for steel M330-35A(RD).

Fig. 3. Dependences of induction on the magnetic field calculated by the direct
JA model based on field separation.

Fig. 4. Dynamic hysteresis loops obtained by the inverse JA model based on
field separation for isotropic steel.

Fig. 5. Dependences of the magnetic field on induction calculated by the in-
verse JA model based on field separation.
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frequency of 50 Hz without taking into account dynamic losses, and the
thin dashed line corresponds to the strength taking into account dy-
namic losses. The dynamic hysteresis loops obtained by the inverse JA
model for anisotropic steel M130-27 s are shown in Fig. 6. The model
parameters are: =M 1220000S , A/m; =A 15.1, A/m; =c 0.59; =K 15.1,
A/m; = 1.66·10 - 6. Curve 1 corresponds to the option without taking
into account dynamic losses for a frequency of 50 Hz; 2 – taking into
account dynamic losses for frequencies − 50 Hz, 3–100 Hz, 4–150 Hz.

Simulation errors slightly increase with increasing frequency, but do
not exceed 2%. Such a good match was achieved thanks to the field
separation method [1,10,21,23] and the application of the algorithm
proposed in [16]. The slight increase in simulation error (up to 2%)
with increasing frequency can be explained by the small drift of the
parameters of the static JA model depending on the frequency. It should
be noted that the JA model is a simulation model and has no physical
basis. A feature of modeling grain-oriented electrical steels should be
noted. Granular oriented (GO) materials are often used in electro-
magnetic instrument systems due to their good magnetic properties in
the rolling direction (RD). These materials provide low loss and high
permeability in RD due to their magneto-crystalline textured structure
(Goss structure). It plays an important role in the process of magneti-
zation of the layer [18]. As a result of this, the hysteretic characteristics
of GO materials have a very steep rise and a sharp descent resembling a
gooseneck [10,5], in addition, these materials have a complex char-
acteristic in the transverse direction of rolling (TD). This, in turn,
prohibits us to accurately describe the magnetization reversal processes
using the classical JA model. This is mainly associated with setting a
hysteresis-free magnetization curve using the Langevin function [19].
In [20], the modified JA model is based on replacing the Langevin
function with the Brillouin function [19]. This significantly improves
the presentation of the hysteresis loop in the RD direction, but does not
allow one to correctly judge the hysteresis in other directions. In [23], it
was proposed that the hysteresis-free magnetization be taken into ac-
count through additional (anisotropic) energy, since the contribution of
the rotation of the domain magnetization to the magnetization process
occurs through the anisotropy energy. This approach allows one to
approximate the asymmetry of the slopes of the lower and upper
branches of the loop. As a result, hysteresis-free magnetization can be
expressed as a function [24]:

=

+

+
M M

e d

e d

sin cos

sin
an S

0

0

E E

E E

(1) (2)
2

(1) (2)
2

(6)

where uniaxial anisotropy ( =i 1, 2) is determined in accordance with
[24]:

=E i He t
A

K
M µ A

( ) ( ) cos sin ( )an

S
i

0

2

For GO steel, this expression can be represented as [22]:

= ×E i He t
A

K
M µ A

( ) ( ) cos an

S 0

× +cos ( )sin ( )
sin ( )

4i i
i2 2

4

where Kan is the average energy density of anisotropy, which is an
analog of the magnetic anisotropy coefficient in accordance with the
Bloch domain wall model, = ( )1 and = +( )2 , where is
the angle between the direction of magnetization and the axis of easy
magnetization of the material. For an isotropic material (where
Kan = 0), the equation reduces to the Langevin function:

=M M cth He t
A

A
He t

( )
( )an S

Equation hysteresis-free magnetization (6) can be solved using
standard methods of numerical integration. The JA model now requires
knowledge of another sixth parameter Kan. If we make the appropriate
replacements, we get a model that accurately describes the processes in
grain-oriented ferromagnets (Fig. 6). It should be noted that the mag-
netic characteristics of GO-steels are specific. The classical approach of
taking into account dynamic losses in the static JA model leads to an
insignificant expansion of the hysteresis loop and to its horizontal
stretching, which does not correspond to real physical processes. The
hysteresis loops should only expand horizontally, and not stretch, since
the additional losses do not depend on the magnetic properties of the
material. In the second case, the inclusion of dynamic losses in the static
JA model is based on the principle of field separation (equations (1)-
(4)). This gives better results and converts the hysteresis loop by ex-
panding rather than stretching. Sometimes applying the principle of
separation of fields is not enough. In this case, other methods con-
sidered in Section 4 can be used. In the present work, we managed to
implement this on the basis of the principle of field separation.

Dynamic hysteresis loops for ferrite grade MBW093, at different
frequencies are shown in Fig. 7. The model parameters are: saturation
induction – Bs = 0.47T; residual induction – Br = 0.167T; induction
coercive force – =H 21cB A/m; saturation magnetic field strength –

=H 1200S A/m; saturation magnetization – =M 373003.8217S A/m;
shape parameter of a hysteresis-free magnetization curve – =A 35A/m;
constant domain mobility – =K 40A/m; constant of elastic displace-
ment of domain boundaries – c = 0.000001, magnetic coupling coef-
ficient of domains – α = 0.00012. In Fig. 7 lines represent the simu-
lation results, dots – experimental curves: 1 – f = 50Hz, 2 –
f = 1000Hz, 3 – f = 5000Hz, 4 – f = 10000Hz.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present two modified Jiles-Atherton dynamic
models (forward and reverse) for calculating the magnetization curves
and magnetic power losses in charge steel and use them as component
models in the analysis of processes in semiconductor converters. Both
models are derived from field separation theory. Numerical studies

Fig. 6. Dynamic hysteresis loops obtained by the inverse JA model based on
field separation for anisotropic steel M130-27s.
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show that the models accurately reproduce real hysteresis dependences
for different ferromagnetic materials. It was found that the errors in the
simulation increase with increasing frequency, but do not exceed 2%. It
should be noted that all modifications of the Jiles-Atherton model re-
quire additional verification and proper parameter settings in connec-
tion with various properties of magnetic materials.
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